
 

 

 
                                                                                                                                                                      

THE MONTH IT WAZ 
(March 2021) 

                            
"Happiness is not something ready-

made. It comes from your own 

actions." 

We all want to be happy!!!! It is an emotional state 

characterized by feelings of joy, satisfaction, contentment and fulfillment. The students of Grade IX 

and X in JHCS Shamirpet had a week-long assembly from 1st March 2021 to 6th March 2021 on the 

theme Happiness. The students displayed PPT and showcased that happiness often comes from 

within. They learnt to tame negative thoughts and approach everyday with optimism. They 

presented each day a new word, thought for the day, an article and news for the day. The students 

were confident and enthusiastic in presenting the assembly.                                     Ms. Shivaranjani 

In a fast-transforming digital world, education, too, is 

undergoing a constant change. The whole world has 

undergone hundred per cent digital transformation with 

the covid-19 pandemic. All educational institutions have 

adopted online teaching and JHCS, Shamirpet is of them. 

The academic session 2020-21 seemed to be very short as 

there were virtual classes daily, CCA competitions every 

week, celebration of festivals frequently, etc. The teachers 

and students at JHCS, Shamirpet were quick enough in 

adopting themselves to technology. The year passed so promptly and we have reached to final 

exams. The teachers have left no stone unturned in conducting the virtual final exams very 

smoothly for the students of grade 1 to 7 from 8th March 2021 to 19th March 2021. The question 

papers were made for 50 marks. Google classrooms and Google forms were used for conducting 

virtual exams. The students opened the question papers in Google classrooms, wrote the answers 

in the notebook, took pictures of the answers and turned-in their answers in the Google Classroom 

itself. Doing so was a fun for the students. The respective subject in-charges invigilated their 

classes, corrected the answer scripts and entered the marks in MCB.                             Mr.P.Praveen 
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Jain Heritage a Cambridge school, Shamirpet conducted final PTM for the academic session 

2020-21 on 27th March 2021.All the class in-charges presented a beautiful PPT and show-

cased the reminiscence of all the programmes and CCA competitions organized during last 

academic session 2020-21. Parents were delighted with the inspiring words of our 

Academic Director and Principal. All the parents took this wonderful opportunity to express 

their gratitude to the school management and teachers. Apart from the usual discussion on 

children's progress, attendance of the children, improvisation and challenges faced by the 

teachers were brought to notice of the parents. Class teachers interacted with parents to 

make them become aware of the children's current learning process.  They discussed with 

the parents all round development of the children. Parents appreciated the efforts and 

individual attention given to every child despite of challenges faced on online platform. In 

spite of many hurdles, some parents felt that online classes are great initiative taken to 

avoid a huge learning gap. Parents were very grateful to teachers and the management of 

the school for conducting virtual classes with well-planned time table. After the parent 

teacher meeting, all the class in-chargers shared report cards of TA 2 to the parents through 

mails.                                                                                                                          Ms. Madhuri Mishra 

Reminiscence 2020-2021 



 

 

I am Rakesh Jadhav, father of 

Aarya Jadhav, class IV. I want to 

express my sincere gratitude for 

all the efforts of the school and 

faculty during the pandemic. 

Teachers have been extremely 

motivating in the entire online process and had become the driving force for 

all the students. From day one, Aarya enjoyed each and every online class and 

used to look forward to attending them.  
We also appreciate your kindness and patience while interacting with the kids 

online, and teaching them all subjects which will definitely prove to be an 

important landmark in their development. I wish grand success to your 

esteemed institution with your goal of cultivating our kids into bright and well 

balanced individuals in the coming future.                                                                    Mr. Rakesh Jadhav 

Parent of Aarya Jadhav 

Grade IV 

 
t has been a new learning experience for my daughter Divyanshi of grade IV. 

In order to provide a sense of continuity and stability during the lockdown 

and pandemic times, you left no stone unturned in exploring new avenues of 

teaching. The school faculty and the management worked hard to ensure 

smooth transition from classroom teaching to interactive online sessions with 

the support of technology which has been running successfully over the past one 

year. Your hard work and dedication has been greatly appreciated by all the 

parents.Again congratulations to the Principal Madam and all the teachers for 

creating such an innovative teaching and learning environment.                       Dr. Sandeep Kumar 

Parent of Divyanshi 

Grade III 
I am parent of I. Poojitha of grade VIII. Even though the whole world is in 

pandemic, the school teachers didn’t stop imparting knowledge to the students. 

The virtual classes in the last academic session 2020-21 were marvelous. 

Everything is nice but, they missed practices and lab works and also they had 

only 4 classes per day. Everything else was very good. Annual day was also 

conducted very well and all the teachers worked very hard.  All the CCA 

competitions were also organized wonderfully. Kudos to all the teachers!                                                                                                                              

Mr. I.Satyanarayana 

    Parent of I. Poojitha  

 Grade VIII 

I 



 

 

This is Radharani, parent of B. Chandradeep of grade VIII. I am happy to share my feed 

back with you. Following are the best practices I liked in online teaching in Jain Heritage a 

Cambridge School, Shamirpet: 

 Virtual Assembly 

 Punctuality 

 Coverage of Subject 

 Way of Conducting online exams very smoothly 

 Special highlight of virtual annual day 

 Science teacher introduced them to virtual labs. We felt very 

happy about it. 

 English teacher conducted virtual quizzes very well 

 Telugu teacher training was very good. 

 Mathematics teacher conducted his classes and managed students very well 

 Hindi teacher also made classes very interesting 

 The idea of shadow teachers is awesome 

This time we got opportunity to witness our great teachers’ efforts and strain to make 

children attentive in online classes. There was continuous follow up on assignments. All 

the teachers tried so hard to make online classes as similar as offline classes. I feel so 

proud to say I have copied some techniques from Jain teachers to maintain my classes. As 

a teacher, I can understand all your hard work. Thank you one and all for your kind 

cooperation and caring towards all the children.                                                   Ms. Radharani 

Parent of B. Chandradeep 

Grade VIII 

 

Before anything else, I would like to say THANK YOU to every teacher who worked hard to 

make this successful for all students to continue learning. As a parent, I have phobia for a 

new concept called "online classes" because a lot goes into making them productive and 

interactive, but the teachers were amazing. They made it more interactive than a traditional 

physical classroom. My son was pretty excited to attend virtual classes each and every day. 

I was so happy with all online classes because teachers not only concentrated on academics 

but also music, PT, quiz and many extracurricular activities. I am very 

grateful for being a part of JGI, Shamirpet. 

Mrs.G.Padmaja 

Parent of G.Himamshu Reddy  

Grade- II 
 



 

 

Hello everyone! 

We are new to JHCS Family and we really appreciate the great patience shown by 

the teachers when dealing with the children. I would like to take this opportunity 

to thank all the teachers for the efforts they put together to teach our children. 

Preparing lessons and making kids learn through fun online was amazing. It is 

very difficult to teach such small kids online. However, you all made sure that each kid got proper 

attention.I really appreciate the fact that focus is not just on finishing the syllabus but also ensuring 

that each kid is learning properly. The kids also enjoyed the co-curricular activities which took 

place along with the main subjects. It made them look forward for the classes. My child (Dhruv, 

grade 3) also enjoyed a lot in celebrations like Annual Day, Independence Day and Republic Day 

by participating in it.Once again, I thank all the teachers of grade 3 for putting such immense effort 

into online sessions of our kids. A special thanks to Ms. Darshana madam for always being available 

whenever I needed her help. She always made sure my queries were answered. I personally feel 

very satisfied and happy with the online sessions. Amid social distancing and stay home orders, 

teachers have turned out to be the real super heroes for our children.                            Sujatha Reddy 

Parent of Dhruv 

Grade III 
I am P. Sirisha, the mother of Shashwat Rao of Grade III. At the outset, I really would like to 

congratulate and appreciate the teacher community of JHCS, Shamirpet for conducting the virtual 

classes so successfully throughout the year. Teachers at Shamirpet are not just well qualified but 

each of them take extra efforts in inculcating discipline and good habits in students which help the 

child to grow as a responsible individual.The teachers here strongly believe in ‘active’ learning and 

used various tools such as videos, quizzes, worksheets etc., apart from teaching from text-books. 

This has helped my child to stay interested all the time and I always saw him to be waiting to join 

the virtual classes.Apart from conventional subjects such as EVS, Mathematics and Languages, the 

teachers also held classes such as Physical education, art and craft, library and Music classes that 

helped the child not just learn but also have some fun along with friends.Also, various CCA activities 

were planned and arranged  throughout the year such as Just-a-minute, Origami paper making, 

Kite and Rangoli making, Spell bee competitions, to name a few. These activities 

maintained a healthy and competitive streak among all kids apart from making 

them learn these extra-curricular skills.Tests and assessments, home-works and 

assignments kept my child engaged throughout the year. Celebrations on 

occasions of Annual Day, Republic Day, Independence Day, etc., brought out the 

hidden talents of each child and we could all see the efforts put in by the teachers 

and management in making these occasions joyous and successful.In the end, I 

must say that I am very pleased with the school community and from the bottom of my heart thank 

each of Shashwat’s teachers for not just teaching him, but for endlessly loving him and believing in 

him. He has very fond memories and feelings. He is very proud to be the student of JHCS, Shamirpet. 

Sirisha P 

Parent of Shashwat Rao Grade III 



 

 

Namaskar to all!  

Abhinay and Akshay joined the school at the age of 5 in grade I. 

Considering the close proximity, infrastructure and other features that a parent would 

expect from a school, we decided to join our twins in Jain Heritage a Cambridge school, 

Shamirpet. Today, I feel that it was one of the best decisions we made for our children. The 

way JHCS Shamirpet has set their curriculum imparts to overall development in the children 

from a very young age. 

The improvement and the transitions were really overwhelming. 

Talking about the online classes during the pandemic, we would give a major credit to 

teachers for their efforts they have put in to keep these children sit attentively, involve each 

child equally, encourage everyone to proactively respond and teaching them to wait for 

their turn patiently . 

JHCS curriculum is actually advanced and has a beautiful blend of 

academics, practicals, craft activities, extracurricular activities and 

sports. JHCS, Shamirpet has also facilitated the teacher- parent 

communication and children friendly library through online 

applications.It really gives immense pleasure to see our children 

happy in the school and the special bonding which they hold with 

their teachers and friends. It was a beautiful journey so far and 

looking forward for more happening moments.  

With lots of gratitude and a big applause for all the people making it so successful! 

K. Chidambaram 

Parent of Abhinaya & Akshaya 

Grade VI 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=841389809801606 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1386724058341661 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=471578810954252 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2856680194606002 
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he academic year 2020 – 2021 is definitely one 

such year which we will cherish life-long because 

of the mode of teaching. In the entire year, we 

stayed at our houses and gained knowledge virtually. 

This definitely is very new to us and was quite an experience.  We were brooding and bewildered 

about our school life and how we were going to learn because the conditions became aggravated 

due to Covid-19. But the lockdown opened new windows of learning to us in the form of virtual 

learning.  The online classes were pretty much the same as regular classes but on a different 

platform. The academic session 2020-21 was a bumpy road for everyone with many ups and 

downs but we got adapted to the norms of new normal. We connected with our teachers through 

video conferences and the academic year came to an end leaving us with new experiences. There 

were situations where we faced network issues and many problems in the process of 

learning through online classes. Overall, the academic year was like a roller coaster 

of emotions and gave us exposure to different modes of learning. Even though Covid 

–19 retarded the process of learning, online learning was like a ray of hope. Amidst 

the suffering, gruelling experiences, we were robust. Virtual learning is the quintessential mode to 

say that learning should not stop.                                                    A.Sai Suhitha (Grade X) 

he academic session 2020-21 is unforgettable. The sudden switch to 100% online teaching 

was challenging equally for both teachers and students. While online courses have existed 

since long before the pandemic, they served a different purpose, giving learners access to 

modules and subjects they wouldn’t have otherwise, or supplementing what individuals were 

being taught in physical classrooms. The lockdown in India, however, have made online classrooms 

the primary source of educational instruction for students of all ages. Our teachers made lessons 

engaging by replacing the chalk and board with PowerPoint presentations. Furthermore, we have 

learned just as much online as we would have in a traditional class.Online education 

allows for learning something beyond the norm. Many teachers are making the best of 

this situation by exploring new methods of teaching and assessment. “The online 

option is a need in this pandemic situation. It has brought education to us without us 

going anywhere, and it is more flexible."                                          Varshitha (Grade X) 

y name is Srija of grade VII. My last academic session 2020-21 was a little challenging for me. 

During the pandemic too, the teachers were very supportive towards us. They helped in every 

way. I think I should thank all my teachers for making me learn everything in difficult situations 

also. Attending online classes was not so easy because we had to sit hours and 

hours in front of digital gadgets, but the results were fruitful.  I hope that the efforts 

of all teachers be successful. I would really like to thank our principal madam for 

showing the right path during this pandemic. Overall, I want to thank everybody 

who helped us to reach our goals.                          BNVK Srija (Grade VII) 
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I had six years of in-classroom teaching and I was 

ready to embark on teaching online classes. I did not 

know what to expect or how difficult it would be. 

How I would be able to connect with my students. It 

is difficult to establish connections online, and I 

learned from teaching that face to face in a classroom that connection is key to student 

engagement.  I learned how to approach student learning that works for their individual 

capabilities.  

My online students taught me that their personal experiences can be an 

apparatus for edification. Through their personal experiences, I identified 

the bigger picture of what they encompass and how they can learn from 

self-reflection. Being a primary teacher to handle the small kids is even 

more challenging than expected. However, the great effort from my 

parents' side made my job easier. To the students, it is more attractive as we 

can design animated PPT, videos, music and other activities easily through online teaching 

to provide learning with fun.                                                                                Ms.V. Darshana Rai      

                                                                                                     Class teacher 

                                                                                                Grade III 
 

My experience as a teacher to conduct online classes is a bit challenging and required a lot 

of ideas to create a successful classroom environment. Being a primary 

teacher, it is even more challenging than expected to handle the small kids. 

However, the great effort from parent’s side made my job easier. It took 

some time to grasp it, however, when it was habituated, it became a perfect 

platform for any kind of interaction. To the students, it is more attractive as 

we designed animated PPT, videos, music and other activities easily.   

                                                                                                                  Ms.Chirajita Bagchi Chakraborty 

Mother Teacher 

 Grade II 

I really want to appreciate and thank the parents and the students for their cooperation 

during virtual classes. Through teaching students, I’ve learnt a lot about 

how to effectively create and implement digital instruction and self 

placed instruction. I learnt to create touch points through any medium 

like video, messages and comments on shared documents.                                                                                                                        

                                                   Ms.R. Supriya 

                                                               Mother Teacher 

                                            Grade I 

 



 

 

This academic year was very different from the other academic years. 

This year, new academic session has really thrown up many challenges for 

educational institutions. At the initial stages, we started giving assignments to 

students followed by a video for understanding the content. It was very 

difficult for the students and expecting the students to attempt the same 

without clearing any concept. However soon understanding the needs of our 

students, our school authority, teachers and other staff moved into a new way of teaching. As 

Audrey Hepburn ones said and I quote, “Nothing is impossible as the word itself says I am possible”. 

And our school has yet again proven the statement.I thank parents for equally in putting up efforts 

to make teaching and learning possible. In fact, I must say all of us are putting in utmost hard work 

to make the children understand the concepts in an easy manner. I appreciate our school 

management, teachers and students for making online classes possible, despite the fact that we all 

are dealing with this untoward pandemic situation. Last but not the least, I thank all the parents 

for being a guiding light for helping the students to be on-track academically. Without your 

support, success would not have been possible at all. 

 Once again, I thank you all for creating such a fun, yet educating environment. I am extremely 

happy to be a part of JGI family with love, gratitude and a standing ovation to all the people who 

made this year a great success.  

 Ms. Madhuri Mishra   

 

In a flash, we moved from real to virtual world, from teaching in a room to teaching on the Google 

Meet. It reminds of a famous quote by Tim Berners-Lee, the inventor of World Wide Web, “The 

Web as I envisaged it, we have not seen it yet. The future is still so much bigger than the past.”  The 

sudden switch to hundred per cent online teaching was really challenging for both teachers as well 

as students. It has been a challenge because the courses were planned for face-to-face situations 

and are now in transition to remote education. In other words, it was not planned to be carried out 

online. It has taken a long time to adapt these activities and redefine objectives and results.  

On the other hand, there is a greater challenge, due to the situation of 

inequalities among students. Different students have different learning styles: 

auditory, visual, kinesthetic, and mixed. Some do not have access to the 

internet and others do not have suitable gadgets. Other students who have 

access, do not have the experience of studying online. All this was challenging. 

At the end of the academic year, I feel that all these challenges were overcome. All the teachers 

became tech savvy. All the students learnt to use the gadgets well, do assignments and submit them 

properly and write online tests perfectly. I am very confident that I can take virtual classes for any 

students in the world. Kudos to JGI for training me to become expert in technology. 

Mr. P.Praveen 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Star Child for the Week 

(01-03-2021 to 06-03-2021) 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Star Child for the Week (Grade IX & X) 

(08-03-2021 to 27-03-2021) 
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